WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF A HEALTHY OCEAN? HOW MPAs CAN CONTRIBUTE
ECOSYSTEMS
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A healthy ocean provides myriad benefits to people and sustains life on Earth.
By protecting key ecosystems, processes, habitats and species, well managed
marine protected areas (MPAs) can contribute to the restoration and
replenishment of resources for social, economic and cultural enrichment.
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A healthy ocean will cope
with negative impacts better
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SPILLOVER EFFECT
Many or even most fish don't take up
permanent residence in MPAs – the
benefits extend beyond the boundaries.

CASE STUDIES:
Primeiras and Segundas, Mozambique
In 2010, the CARE-WWF Alliance’s program in Primeiras & Segundas helped
establish two no-take zones in collaboration with the local government. After 5
years, species diversity has increased 3 to 4 fold and the communities witness
bigger fish outside the MPAs.

Medes Islands MPA, Spain
The Medes Islands form a multiple-zone MPA, with fish spilling out from the
MPA's no-take zone into the adjacent areas. This spillover benefits both
fishermen and scuba divers, who contribute several million dollars per year to
the local economy.
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How to fast-track ocean protection now
- Implement ecologically coherent networks of well managed
MPAs to meet global targets
- Design and manage MPAs to enhance social and
ecological benefits
- Support and implement the Ocean Goal in the UN Post-2015
Development process
- Develop a comprehensive and strong new UN high seas
biodiversity agreement
- Create financial mechanisms and develop public/private
partnerships to increase investments in MPAs
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